
Module Six
Trust The System

EXERCISE OVERVIEW

Well done! At this point in the process you may be thinking “all right, feeling good about 
having a plan”, or you might be thinking, “wow, I’ve got some work to do”. However 
you’re feeling about your accomplishment to this point, it will soon change.

Planning is a dynamic process that will require you to continuously analyze the situation, 
identify strategies, develop an action plan, execute the plan, and evaluate results. With 
this system and your new planning skills you now have the essentials to gain control of 
your business and unleash its full potential.

This module is all about you accelerating your business success by using this system to 
update your plan every 90 days. It should take you a fraction of the time because it’s 
unlikely the core values, purpose and promise will ever change. So every 90 days the plan 
update is setting the goal and the strategies for the next 90 days. If you’re having 
effective weekly meetings already you’ll have a pretty good idea what those strategies are 
going to be. 

In order to do that, you need to...
• Consolidate the plan into a single page summary to make it easy to review
• Review monthly financial statements, measure against goals and identify trends
• Review KPIs, measure against goals and identify trend
• Perform SWOT analysis and Start, Stop, Keep exercises
• Sign your commitment and schedule a date for next 90 day update

The most important thing to recognize at this point is consistency is crucial. This can not 
be a one and done exercise. Make it part of your business DNA and watch your business 
accelerate.

EXERCISE INSTRUCTIONS

This exercise won’t take too long today. Complete the one-page summary now and keep 
the rest of it handy for when you carve out time to work ON your business.



Exercise 1
Complete One-Page Action Plan Summary. To get the most out of your plan the best practice 
is to keep it within your sight. Too often too many business plans end up in a file folder or 
computer desktop folder only to be forgotten. In this exercise you are going to use your 
worksheets from previous modules to consolidate the most important parts into a one-page 
summary.
Don’t take this exercise lightly. Just the act of re-writing your plan here will help to lock it into 
your consciousness. And if it’s important to you, you can be sure you will have your team’s 
attention when you discuss it with them. This one-page summary will make it easy keep all your 
business priorities at top-of-mind.
The one-page summary form is on the following page. Here are the fields you ill need to 
complete:

Core Values. Transfer your company’s value phrases from page 4 in Module Two.

Company Purpose. Transfer your company’s purpose statement from page 6 in Module Two.

Company Promises. Transfer your company’s promises from page 11 in Module Two.

1 Year Revenue Goals. In Module Three, exercise 1, you calculated a 12-month revenue goal 
and estimated a daily goal or weekly goal. Transfer those numbers. Now forecast a profit goal for 
the next 12 months. This estimate can be forecasted by reviewing net profit margins from 
previous years. Finally, identify a metric to measure revenue by. It’s calculated by dividing 
revenue by another critical number like transactions, or customer, or employees, or square foot. 
It’s whatever make the most sense for your business. It provides an excellent comparison on how 
your business is doing compared to other periods.

90 Day Revenue Goals. Same as above except for the upcoming 90 day period.

Primary KPIs. List the primary KPIs you are tracking in your business, what the targeted goal is, 
and who is responsible for that KPI.

Priority Strategies. List every strategy that you created an action plan for, who is responsible, 
and when the it’s due to be completed.
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Exercise 2
SWOT Analysis. Successful businesses build on their strengths, work on their weaknesses and 
protect against internal vulnerabilities and external threats. They also keep an eye on the overall 
business environment and spot and exploit new opportunities faster than competitors.
Keep in mind as you work through this exercise that Strengths and Weaknesses are internal to 
the business, and Opportunities and Threats are external to the business.

Strengths - what are the strengths that can be leveraged in the business and marketplace?

Weaknesses - what are the weaknesses that keeps the business form being 100% effective?

Opportunities - what opportunities exist and how can the business capitalize on them?

Threats - what threats exist that may impact the business? (competitors, regulations, economy)



Exercise 3
Start. Stop. Keep. -  Successful company’s are constantly looking at their processes and 
strategies for areas to improve performance and increase efficiency. Avoid making statements 
that aren't specific and actionable. For example, “we need to START marketing more” is not 
specific and actionable. Whereas, “we need to STOP writing orders down twice before entering 
them into the computer” is both specific and actionable.
Start - What are some new activities or strategies we are not currently doing and should start?
Stop - What are some ineffective activities or strategies we should stop to save time, energy, or 
money
Keep - What are some activities or strategies working well and can they be replicated in other 
ways in the business?

STARTS: What are some things you should consider doing?STARTS: What are some things you should consider doing?
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STOPS: Any things you should stop doing? Any time wasters?STOPS: Any things you should stop doing? Any time wasters?

1
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KEEPS: What is working well you should continue doing?KEEPS: What is working well you should continue doing?

1

2

3



YOUR PLEDGE

All that is needed now is your formalized commitment to yourself that you will implement this 
Strategic Action Plan.  Ideally you will get to the end of this ninety day plan and immediately 
put in place a new one for the next ninety days, and then another after that and so on.

On this day of:____________________________________
I hereby pledge to apply myself fully and diligently to achieve my plans as prescribed in this 
Strategic Action Plan.

Signed:___________________________________________

Date for Next 90 Day Action Plan:_______________________________________

Some Final Thoughts:
Set aside time on a regular basis to evaluate your progress in achieving your goals. You may 
find that your strategies and actions need to be modified to reach your goals.  As you 
proceed with working your plan, revisions will be necessary.  You may need to make your 
goals higher, or increase your strategies, or actions, etc.  It is important that you assess what 
is and is not working for you. 
Be honest in your review, and do not be afraid to adjust if so required.  As you identify the 
areas you will need to revise, take the necessary action quickly.  Revisions are a normal 
occurrence.  Do not however, make the “revision process” cause you to loose focus and/or 
momentum. 
More importantly stay positive, stay focused, and keep your momentum going.  Do not allow 
any setbacks or modifications to interfere with your achieving your goals.  Your persistence 
will bring you the abundance you desire and deserve.



Notes



Notes

TRUST THE SYSTEM

#6

  One rep wonder!

It’s not going to stick…

As routine as…



Notes
Formula For Change

D V FS RX + >

Create winning habits…

Is it a 
One-Time 

Thing 
or 

a Daily  
Routine?



Notes

  Rx #2:  Stay Alert.

  Rx #3:  Go “All In”.


